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You probably wouldn’t be here if you didn’t believe that Computerized Adap9ve Tes9ng 
should take a prominent role in the future of measurement.  With the beneﬁts of improved 
eﬃciency, less‐discouraging (or boring) tests for examinees, more‐complete item bank usage, 
and so on, one might wonder why CAT hasn’t caught on faster.  The reasons behind the 
seemingly slow adop9on of adap9ve tes9ng are many, but the one hindrance I would like to 
focus on today is the rela9ve lack of readily available CAT soIware.  Most current CAT systems 
are either home‐grown or proprietary, meaning that newcomers to the ﬁeld ﬁnd themselves 
in the posi9on of either needing to develop their own soIware from scratch (assuming 
they’re strong computer programmers) or pay licensing fees, which may be prohibi9ve for 
smaller scale innova9on.  A free, oﬀ‐the‐shelf soIware library for CAT could allow more 
developers to begin working with adap9ve tes9ng without the very redundant burden of 
wri9ng, tes9ng, and debugging computer code for common CAT func9ons.  Such a library 
would streamline entry into CAT research and development, and would free researchers to 
focus on their substan9ve ques9ons of interest, instead of was9ng 9me trying to diagnose 
why their Fisher Informa9on is exploding instead of maximizing. 
 
Today, I would like to present to you a rela9vely new, free and open source soIware library 
that hopes to reduce the burden of geOng started in CAT development.  It’s called, simply 
enough, the Open Source Computerized Adap9ve Tes9ng System, or OSCATS for short.  I’ll 
describe how the system is put together; then we’ll take a look at how to use OSCATS to 
construct a CAT simula9on to answer a prac9cal research ques9on. 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Before delving into the details, I’d like to men9on a few of the desired characteris9cs of a CAT 
programming library that drive OSCATS development, all of which are intended to facilitate rapid CAT 
development for research or opera9onal prototyping. 
 
First, OSCATS aims to provide common CAT rou9nes—popular item response models, item selec9on 
algorithms, and sta9s9cal analysis tools oIen used to study the proper9es of an adap9ve test.  Some 
of these have already been implemented for the most common choices, and more are under 
development. 
 
Second, OSCATS is designed to be modular.  It should be easy to plug in and pull out or mix‐and‐match 
diﬀerent features of the CAT, such as models and algorithms.  To this end, OSCATS is wriUen under the 
object‐oriented programming paradigm.  Features such as models and algorithms are represented as 
objects.  These objects deﬁne how the CAT features behave in standardized ways so that one IRT 
model, say, can be easily replaced with another in one loca9on without having to modify all the code 
that makes use of the model. 
 
Third, OSCATS is designed to be extensible.  Although OSCATS already provides some of the most 
common CAT components and aims to eventually have a very broad selec9on of models and 
algorithms, CAT developers should have the freedom to come up with their own twist on a model or 
algorithm and have it work easily and rela9vely seamlessly with the rest of OSCATS. 
 
Finally, OSCATS aims to be familiar in the sense of allowing developers to work in a programming 
language that they already know.  Programmers don’t all have the same experience, and it would be 
somewhat limi9ng to force CAT developers to all use the same language that OSCATS was wriUen in.  
So, OSCATS provides bindings in other languages; that is, OSCATS comes with a minimal amount glue 
that allows users to manipulate OSCATS from several diﬀerent programming languages, allowing 
programmers to work in their most familiar language. 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So, which language does OSCATS use?  C.  Now, given some of the goals I just men9oned, C may not seem like the 
best choice.  C places much more of the burden of memory management on the programmer, which can make 
debugging more challenging, and its sta9c typing system and compila9on requirements don’t usually make people 
think “rapid” and “ﬂexible.”  But, C was a reasonable choice for several reasons: it’s fast, light‐weight, portable, 
and nearly ubiquitous.  But more importantly, it is (rela9vely) straigh`orward to interface most programming 
languages out there with libraries wriUen in C.  It’s not at all straigh`orward to write a program in Python and 
manipulate it from PHP, but you can fairly well through C. 
 
Now, you may be thinking that C isn’t an object‐oriented programming language, like C++ or Java.  But, object‐
oriented programing is really a philosophy or a paradigm, not an intrinsic feature of a programming language.  It 
just so happens that some languages (like C++ and Java) have syntac9cal features that make using the object‐
oriented paradigm more convenient.  Since the C language doesn’t provide much built‐in help for object 
orienta9on, OSCATS makes use of the GObject framework.  Perhaps you’ve heard of GTK+ (the GUI toolkit) or 
GIMP (image manipula9on program)—both of these are wriUen in object‐oriented C using GObject.  Now, to be 
honest, programming with GObject can be a liUle cumbersome.  However, GObject is invaluable for OSCATS’s goal 
of familiarity because it was explicitly designed with language bindings in mind.  That is, GObject has certain built‐
in features that make it easy to write the glue that allows you to use a C library from other languages.  Moreover, 
GObject bindings already exist for over a dozen languages, making it even easier to generate bindings for the 
OSCATS library. 
 
In fact, OSCATS bindings already exist for Python, Perl, PHP, and Java, and it’s possible to access OSCATS in MATLAB 
through the Java bindings.  So, even though C and GObject themselves can be somewhat cumbersome, OSCATS 
users don’t actually have to deal with them directly, but can use a more convenient, higher‐level language for ease 
of development. 
 
Finally, I would men9on that OSCATS is currently geared toward CAT simula9on.  That is, it doesn’t include a user 
interface for administering items to actual examinees.  OSCATS certainly could be used as the psychometric engine 
behind such a system in the future, but this just hasn’t been the focus of the project so far.  (I believe we’ll be 
hearing about another project later in the session that provides a test administra9on interface for live examinees.)  
Instead, the ﬂexibility of OSCATS is designed to facilitate research and development of CAT methods and the rapid 
prototyping of poten9al opera9onal adap9ve tests—for example, studying the proper9es of a par9cular item bank 
or determining the eﬀect of diﬀerent content balancing techniques and the like. 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To begin to get into the details of how OSCATS works, let’s ﬁrst think about how 
adap9ve tests run in general.  I know you’re all quite familiar with this, so I won’t 
spend much 9me here.  A generic CAT cycle starts with some ini9aliza9on.  Then, the 
CAT chooses an item—this might involve ﬁltering out ineligible items (say in 
mul9stage tes9ng or for certain content balancing algorithms), selec9ng a proposal 
item (with Maximum Fisher Informa9on or what have you), and poten9ally approving 
the choice (e.g. in a SH or content balancing algorithm).  Then the item is 
administered (or simulated), and the response is analyzed (inter alia obtaining a new 
ability es9mate).  Then you check a termina9on criterion and loop, or if the test is 
complete, you report the results and any associated sta9s9cs. 
 
All adap9ve tests follow this same basic outline; however, the speciﬁc details of each 
step will depend on the par9cular algorithms chosen‐‐‐some might use MFI, others 
KLI, some have content balancing, others include non‐sta9s9cal constraints.  Usually, 
a CAT programmer would have to customize the code that implements the adap9ve 
tes9ng cycle by hand to include or exclude algorithms according to the par9cular 
design of the given test, which could poten9ally get a bit messy if a researcher is 
trying to add and subtract a number of diﬀerent algorithms to determine their eﬀect 
on CAT performance.  In OSCATS, on the other hand, there is a single piece of code 
that implements the adap9ve tes9ng cycle for *all* OSCATS tests. 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This is achieved using something called signals.  A signal is in essence a way for one 
object to broadcast to other objects that something has happened.  Signals are oIen 
used in event‐based programming, par9cularly for systems such as graphical user 
interfaces that have to execute code in an unknown, arbitrary order (namely, in the 
order that the user click buUons).  One object will adver9se that it provides a certain 
signal, and other object have the opportunity to “connect” to the signal for that 
object.  Then, the ﬁrst objects will send a message (the signal) to all objects that have 
“signed up” to receive the signal whenever the given event occurs. 
 
Since OSCATS is object oriented, there is a Test object that includes a reference to the 
item bank and coordinates the administra9on of the test.  There are also “algorithm” 
objects.  It may be a bit strange to think of an algorithm as an object, since algorithms 
aren’t tangible things.  But these algorithm objects simply encapsulate the code (and 
any opera9ng parameters) necessary to perform one piece of the CAT (such as the 
item selec9on via MFI, or simula9ng a response, or es9ma9ng ability via the MLE).  
SeOng up an OSCATS test involves crea9ng the Test object and an Algorithm object 
for each component to be included in the test.  Then the Algorithms connect to 
various signals oﬀered by the Test that correspond to each step of the adap9ve 
tes9ng cycle. 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This is how OSCATS achieves modularity.  The Test object doesn’t actually need to 
know what algorithms are available to it, or even which algorithms have connected to 
its signals—all of that is handled automa9cally by the GObject type system. 
 
The Test simply iterates through each of the stages of the adap9ve tes9ng cycle, 
emiOng the appropriate signals in turn.  The code that controls OSCATS test 
administra9on really isn’t much more complicated than what’s listed here (plus a liUle 
bookkeeping).  Changing the par9cular set of algorithms from one test to the next is 
simply a maUer of connec9ng a diﬀerent set of Algorithm objects to the Test.  
Moreover, wri9ng new algorithms is simpliﬁed, since the Algorithm object only has to 
focus on its one task and “plug in” to the Test object at the appropriate points. 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Let’s see how this would work for an example CAT.  It’s a known phenomenon (e.g. 
Rulison and Loken APM‐2009‐33‐83) that under MFI item selec9on, examinees who 
happen to answer the ﬁrst few of items incorrectly have diﬃculty recovering, even if 
they have a high ability level.  Suppose you’re interested in examining bias in 
es9mated ability under various item selec9on condi9ons, but only for those items 
who answer the ﬁrst few items either all correct or all incorrect.  You’d choose 
something like this set of OSCATS algorithms. 
 
OSCATS comes with an algorithm to simulate examinee responses, but here we want 
to do something special (for the ﬁrst two responses, we want to specify that the 
examinee gets them both correct or incorrect), so we’ll have to write our own 
administra9on algorithm, CustomSimulateAlg.  But, this isn’t too diﬃcult since 
OSCATS was designed for extensibility.  Moreover, even though OSCATS is wriUen in C, 
we’ll work through this example in Python (including wri9ng the new item 
administra9on/simula9on algorithm). 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As we’ll see in a moment, OSCATS test construc9on involves crea9ng an instance of 
each of these objects and “registering” them for a Test object.  On registra9on, the 
individual Algorithms take care of connec9ng themselves to the appropriate signals of 
the Test object. 
 
OscatsAlgMaxFisher connects to the ini9alize signal (to ini9alize some working 
memory) and the select signal, etc. 
 
As the Test proceeds through the adap9ve tes9ng cycle, it emits each signal in turn, 
which calls the appropriate code for whichever algorithm is connected to the signal.  
Each Algorithm object only has to be concerned with performing its intended func9on 
when its signal is emiUed.  In this example, we only have one algorithm connected to 
each signal; but, in principle, any number of algorithms could be connected to a 
signal (though for some signals, such as “administer,” it really only makes sense to 
have one). 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First step is to create the Test object.  Provide a helpful iden9ﬁer, indicate the item 
bank (this code snippet assumes a variable mybank has already been created), and 
give the test a hint of about how long the test will be (just preallocates some arrays). 
 
Then, create each of the Algorithm objects in turn and have them register with our 
Test object.  Here, have MaxFisher select randomly between the top 5 items.  Our 
custom simula9on algorithm is told to force the ﬁrst two responses correct.  Use EAP.  
Specify the length as 20.  In the last case, we store the CustomBiasAlg in the variable 
ﬁ_result in order to access the results aIer the simula9on. 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Now, if we want to change the conﬁgura9on from MFI to KLI, due to the modularity of 
OSCATS, it’s simply a maUer of replacing one line. 
 
Similarly, no9ce that we didn’t have to tell the algorithms (such as for simula9on and 
es9ma9on) what kind of IRT models we’re using.  There are objects for the model of 
each item (created by the programmer elsewhere and stored in the mybank variable, 
here), and every kind of Model object follows a standard interface, so algorithms can 
be more or less ignorant of the details of any par9cular model.  They simply ask a 
model “given this latent ability, what’s the probability of answering correctly” (or the 
like) and leave the details of the implementa9on to the model object.  If we wanted 
to switch from a 2PL to a 3PL, we don’t have to touch any of the algorithm code—we 
simply modify the sec9on that sets up the items (simulates random parameters or 
reads parameters from a ﬁle—not shown here). 
10 
We s9ll have to implement our custom simula9on algorithm.  We’ll look at the full 
python implementaiton of CustomSimulateAlg over the next 3 slides. 
11 
This is the heart of the algorithm—the piece of code that will be called each 9me Test 
emits the administer signal. 
12 
13 
For the sake of 9me, won’t show the code for crea9ng the Items and Examinees.  
Once they’re all ini9alized, to run the test, you simply call test.administer() on each 
examinee. 
14 
15 
Note: Some of the features demonstrated today are in the development version of 
OSCATS (code repository), so if you try to download the released version, it won’t 
quite work like shown.  But, a new release is planned to happen in the next few 
weeks.  The complete code for this example will be included in that release. 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